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Thomas A. Seaman ("Receiver"), Court-appointed permanent receiver for

2 Medical Capital Holdings, Inc., Medical Capital Corporation, Medical Provider
3 Funding Corporation VI, and their subsidiaries and affiliates (collectively, "Medical
4 Capital" or the "Receivership Entities"), hereby applies for an order requiring
5 Edward K. Blodnick and his law firm, Edward K. Blodnick & Associates, P.C., to
6 show cause why they should not be held in contempt and sanctioned for failing to
7 turn over property of the receivership estate ("Application").
8
9

I.

INTRODUCTION

The Temporary Restraining Order entered on August 3, 2009 ("TRO"), and

10 Preliminary Injunction and Order Appointing A Permanent Receiver entered on
11 August 18, 2009 ("Preliminary Injunction") provide that all persons in possession of
12 property of the Receivership Entities "shall forthwith give access to and control of
13 such property to the permanent receiver." TRO ¶ VII, Preliminary Injunction ¶ VII
14 (Docket ## 20, 44). New York attorney Edward K. Blodnick and his law firm
15 Edward K. Blodnick & Associates, P.C., formerly known as Blodnick & Baum, P.C.
16 (collectively "Blodnick") have disregarded this order, paying themselves from
17 receivership estate property and turning over only the remainder to the Receiver.
18

Blodnick represents Dr. Robert Schepp, a radiologist located in New York,

19 and his medical practices in various cases pending in New York, both by and against
20 Schepp (the "Schepp Litigation"). At issue in the Schepp Litigation is the validity
21 ~nd enforceability of Schepp’s medical receivables, which receivables were financed
22 by millions of dollars in loans from Medical Capital to Schepp. The counterparties
23 to these lawsuits are insurance companies that have asserted that the receivables are
24 not valid under New York law. The insurance companies have also sought to
25 recover payments made to Schepp prior to the litigation, which monies went directly
26 to Medical Capital. The Schepp litigation has been ongoing for several years.
In addition to being unable to repay the loans from Medical Capital, Schepp
27
28 was unable to pay Blodnick’s legal bills. Prior to the Receiver’s appointment,
LAW OFFICES
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1 Medical Capital loaned Schepp additional amounts necessary to cover these attorney
2 fees. Between September 2005 and February 2009, Medical Capital paid
3 $5,208,602.11 directly to Blodnick.
4

Blodnick has stated that in 2008, Medical Capital was late in advancing funds

5 to Schepp to pay Blodnick’s bills. In September 2008, Medical Capital agreed that
6 Blodnick would be paid a flat fee of $30,000per week, $25,000 for ongoing fees
7 and $5,000 for prior bills. This fee arrangement (in the form of an email) was later
8 modified by Blodnick and defendant Joseph Lampariello to also give Blodnick the
9 right to twenty (20%) percent of all settlements.
10

Despite his knowledge of the Receiver’s appointment, however, Blodnick did

11 not disclose these pre-receivership fee arrangements to the Receiver. Instead,
12 Blodnick waited until all settlements were finalized (which he did without the
13 involvement of the Receiver), all proceeds were in his hands, and he had deducted
14 all of his fees, including $25,000 per week~ for the post-receivership period. He
15 then sent the Receiver the remaining proceeds and disclosed the terms of his
16 pre-receivership fee arrangement with Medical Capital.
17

The Receiver demanded turnover of $650,000 Blodnick deducted and paid
18 himself in post-receivership weekly fees,2 and advised him that if he failed to
19 comply, the Receiver would seek relief from the Court. Blodnick refused the
20 Receiver’s demand.
The Receiver does not dispute that between 2005 and 2009, Blodnick devoted
21
22 substantial time and effort to the Schepp litigation, or that Medical Capital made
23
24
25
26
27
28
LAW OFFICES

The pre-receivership flat fee amount agreed to by Medical C_ap.ital was $30,000
p.er week, which represented $25,000 for ongoing fees and $5,000 for prior bills.
)ks of the Receiverrs appointment, Blodnick ~ad aeducted from settlements and
~aid
himself
all amounts for
I)rior bills.
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imself
post-receivership
is $25,000
per week.
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1 loans to Schepp in the form of direct payments to Blodnick. Accordingly, the
2 Receiver is not demanding that Blodnick return the more than $6.4 million he
3 receivedpre-receivership in transfers from Medical Capital and deductions from
4 pre-receivership settlements. Nor is the Receiver demanding that Blodnick return
5 $537,418.18, representing the twenty (20%) percent fee Blodnick paid himself from
6 post-receivership settlements. Although these amounts on their face appear high,
7 they represent payments to Blodnick by Medical Capital (which amounts were
8 loaned to Schepp) for work, almost all of which was completed pre-receivership.
9

Rather, the Receiver has demanded that Blodnick turn over only the $25,000

10 per week that he paid himself post-receivership. As noted above, the total fees that
11 Blodnick took for the weeks since the Receiver’s appointment are $650,000.
12 Blodnick should be ordered to show cause why he should not be held in contempt
13 and sanctioned for failing to turn over this amount. The Preliminary Injunction
14 orders him to turn over all property of the Receivership Entities. Blodnick has no
15 right to pay himself $25,000 per week from the receivership estate.
II. EX PARTE NOTICE

16
17

Counsel for the Receiver attempted to contact counsel for the Securities and

18 Exchange Commission and Defendants Field and Lampariello by e-mail and
19 telephone prior to filing this Application, and attached the Application in draft form
20 to the e-mail. Counsel for the Securities and Exchange Commission stated that the
21 Commission has no opposition. Counsel for Defendants Field and Lampariello
22 stated that Defendants Field and Lampariello take no position on the Application.
23
24
25

III. FACTUAL BACKGROUND
A. Loans Made to Schepp
Starting in 1999, Medical Capital made loans to Dr. Robert Schepp and his

26 medical practices, Deajess Medical Imaging, P.C., Boston Post Road Medical
27 Imaging, P.C., and Preferred Medical Imaging, P.C. (collectively, "Schepp"), and
28 the management companies he contracted with, MRI Global Imaging Services, Inc.
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1 ("MRI Global") and Forum Medical Management, Inc. ("Forum"). The loans were
2 secured by Schepp’s rights to payment from insurance carriers. Under the loan and
3 security agreements, all insurance payments were required to go directly to Medical
4 Capital lock box accounts. If Schepp, MRI Global or Forum received any insurance
5 payments, they were required to immediately forward such payments to the
6 applicable Medical Capital lock box account. Declaration of Thomas Seaman filed
7
8
9

("Seaman Declaration"), ¶ 2.
B. The Schepp Litigation
Patients who received radiology diagnostic services from Schepp (primarily

10 MRIs) did so as a result of being in automobile-related accidents. Accordingly, the
11 relevant insurance claims are governed by the New York Comprehensive
12 Automobile Insurance Reparations Act, commonly known as the New York
13 "No-Fault" insurance system.
14

Starting in 2005, the manner in which the Schepp medical practices were

15 operated and financed became the subject of substantial litigation in New York
16 between various insurance carriers and Schepp. The insurance carriers argued that
17 the way the medical practices were operated and financed violated New York
18 "No-Fault" laws, rendering the relevant insurance claims uncollectible. The
19 insurance carriers also sought to recover payments previously made, which
20 payments had gone directly to Medical Capital. Schepp contested these allegations,
21 arguing that his medical practices were operated and financed in compliance with
22 New York law. The Medical Capital entities were not parties to most of these cases.
23 Declaration of Jeffrey Patterson filed herewith ("Patterson Declaration"), ¶ 3.
24
25

C. Pre-Receivership Payments to Blodnick
Schepp was not only unable to repay the loans from Medical Capital, he was

26 also unable to pay Blodnick’s legal bills. Accordingly, in order to collect on the
27 insurance claim receivables that were its collateral, Medical Capital made additional
28 loans to Schepp in the form of direct payments to Blodnick. Between
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1 September 2005 and February 2009, Medical Capital paid $5,208,602.11 directly to
2 Blodnick. Seaman Declaration ¶ 4.
According to Blodnick, Medical Capital was late in paying some of his bills in
3
4 2008. In September 2008, Medical Capital agreed to pay Blodnick a flat fee of
5 $30,000 per week, $25,000 for ongoing fees and $5,000 for prior bills. This
6 arrangement was later modified via a letter from Blodnick that was countersigned by
7 defendant Lampariello. The letter agreement gives Blodnick the right to twenty
8 (20%) percent of all settlements in addition to the weekly flat fee of $25,000.
9 Additionally, Medical Capital agreed to loan Schepp another $5,000 per month as
10 long as he continued to participate in the litigation. Seaman Declaration ¶ 5.
11

Medical Capital apparently made some of the weekly payments to Blodnick,

12 but not others. Accordingly, when settlements with insurance carriers were
13 executed and settlement checks were received by Blodnick, he deducted and paid
14 himself not only his twenty (20%) percent contingent fee, but also the weekly
15 payments not made by Medical Capital. Seaman Declaration ¶ 6.
16
17

D. The Receiver’s Appointment
Shortly after the TRO was entered on August 3, 2009, a notice and copy of

18 the TRO was filed in the Schepp Litigation, putting all parties and their counsel,
19 including Blodnick, on notice of the Receiver’s appointment. Patterson Declaration,
20 Exhibit A. Prior to the Receiver’s appointment, the Medical Capital entities had
21 been represented in the Schepp Litigation by New York attorney Kenneth C.
22 Henry, Jr. Pursuant to the powers granted to him in the TRO and Preliminary
23 Injunction, the Receiver retained Mr. Henry to continue to represent the Medical
24 Capital entities. Additionally, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 754, the Receiver filed the
25 TRO as its own miscellaneous case in the United States District Court for the
26 Eastern District of New York, thereby obtaining complete jurisdiction and control
27 over all receivership estate property located in the district. Patterson Declaration,
28
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1 Exhibit B. The Schepp Litigation is pending in the Eastern District of New York.
2 Blodnick’s offices are also located there.
3

On September 16, 2009, counsel for the Receiver had a telephone call with

4 Blodnick to discuss Parkway Hospital, a matter unrelated to Schepp, on which
5 Medical Capital had retained Blodnick.3 When the discussion relating to Parkway
6 Hospital was concluded, Blodnick mentioned that there were settlements being
7 reached in the Schepp Litigation, and that he would be sending a check to the
8 Receiver relating to those settlements. Blodnick stated that the Medical Capital
9 entities were not parties to the cases being settled, therefore were not parties to the
10 settlement agreements, such that the Receiver need not consent to or sign the
11 settlement agreements. Blodnick also stated that the insurance carriers required that
12 all terms of the settlements be kept confidential. Blodnick did not state how his fees
13 were being paid, disclose the pre-receivership fee arrangement discussed above or
14 seek the Receiver’s approval thereof. In a subsequent letter to the Receiver’s
15 counsel, Blodnick stated that the proposed settlement with State Farm (discussed
16 below) is an "outstanding result" because State Farm "was well aware of the
17 appointment of a Receiver for MCC and that there would be no more funding to
18 pursue the various lawsuits." Patterson Declaration ¶ 7, Exhibit C (Page 4).
19

On September 18, 2009, Blodnick sent a proposal to the Receiver regarding

2O engaging Blodnick to do additional legal work relating to Parkway Hospital.
21 Blodnick’s fee estimate of more than $1 million for a judicial foreclosure action was
22 unreasonably high. Accordingly, the Receiver retained other counsel in New York
23 on the Parkway Hospital matter.
24
25
26
27
28
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1

E. The State Farm Settlement

2

In November 2009, the Receiver was informed by Mr. Henry that one of the

3 insurance carriers, State Farm, had agreed to the terms of a settlement. Unlike most
4 of the insurance carriers, State Farm had named the Medical Capital entities in its
5 action. The proposed State Farm settlement, therefore, includes releases in favor of
6 State Farm from the Receiver on behalf of Medical Capital. With the assistance of
7 Mr. Henry, the Receiver attempted to compile information necessary to evaluate the
8 proposed State Farm settlement. Seaman Declaration ¶ 7.
9
10

F. Blodnick’s Post-Receivership Deductions
In early January 2010, having not received any communications from

11 Blodnick since the discussion in September regarding Parkway Hospital, the
12 Receiver received a check together with a breakdown of fees ("January Fee
13 Breakdown") from Blodnick. Seaman Declaration, ¶ 8, Exhibit A. The January Fee
14 Breakdown reflects the following:
Settlement payments from
insurance carriers
Payments to other lenders for
settlement amounts relating to
insurance claims not financed by
Medical Capital
Fees that Blodnick deducted and
paid himself
Payments to Schepp, other
attorneys representing him, and
Mr. Henry
Remaining proceeds paid to the
Receiver

15
16
17
18
19
2O
21
22
23

$2,011,522.75
$198,338.80

$1,174,158.73
$98,210.00

$540,815.30

24
25

Noting that the remaining proceeds paid to the Receiver were approximately

26 one fourth of the gross settlements, the Receiver promptly arranged a call with
27 Blodnick, requested information about the fees Blodnick deducted and advised
28 Blodnick that the fee amounts and his unilateral deduction of them were improper.
LAW OFFICES
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1 This call took place on January 13, 2010. During the call, and by letter dated
2 January 15, 2010, the Receiver requested information and documentation from
3 Blodnick about the settlements, fee arrangements, fees deducted, and fees paid to
4 other attorneys. Blodnick stated that it would take time to produce the information.
5 Seaman Declaration ¶ 9. On January 26, 2010, at a status conference held in the
6 State Farm action in the United States District Court for the Eastern District of
7 New York, the Honorable Frederick Block presiding, Blodnick was ordered to
8 produce the information no later than February 10, 2010. Patterson Declaration, ¶ 8.
9

In early February, the Receiver received a second check and Fee Breakdown

10 from Blodnick ("February Fee Breakdown"). Seaman Declaration, ¶ 10, Exhibit B.
11 The February Fee Breakdown reflects the following:
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Settlement payments from
insurance carriers

$957,216.09

Payments to other lenders for
settlement amounts relating to
insurance claims not financed by
Medical Capital
Fees that Blodnick deducted and
paid himself
Payments to Schepp, other
attorneys representing him, and
Mr. Henry
Remaining proceeds paid to the
Receiver

$83,309.29

$399,781.36

$25,434.43
$448,691.01

21
22

Therefore, including the fees reported on the January Fee Breakdown,

23 Blodnick deducted and paid himself a total of $1,573,940.09 after the Receiver’s
24 appointment. As noted above, $650,000 of this amount represents twenty-six (26)
25 deductions of $25,000 per week for the period August 3, 2009 through
26 January 2010. Therefore, even if he is ordered to turn over $650,000, Blodnick will
27 still have been paid $923,940.09 since the Receiver’s appointment.
28
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On February 9, 2010, per Judge Block’s order, Blodnick responded to the

2 Receiver’s request for information. For the first time, Blodnick produced the
3 pre-receivership fee agreement with Medical Capital, in the form of an email from
4 Blodnick’s assistant to Thomas Fazio, former general counsel of Medical Capital,
5 and subsequent letter countersigned by Joseph Lampariello. Seaman Declaration,
6 ¶ 11, Exhibit C.
7

The Receiver evaluated and ultimately agreed to execute the State Farm

8 settlement, subject to Court approval. In light of the dispute over post-receivership
9 fees, the Receiver, Blodnick and Mr. Henry agreed that the proceeds of the State
10 Farm settlement would be deposited into Mr. Henry’s trust account, pending
11 resolution of the dispute. Seaman Declaration ¶ 12.
12

The terms of the State Farm settlement are confidential. Accordingly, on

13 February 24, 2010, State Farm applied to this Court for an order directing the
14 Receiver’s application for approval of the settlement and all related papers to be
15 filed under seal. State Farm’s application was granted on March 1, 2010. (Docket
16 # 170). Several days later, Blodnick announced for the first time that Schepp was
17 unwilling to sign. At a status conference held on April 15, 2010, while recognizing
18 that he could not force Schepp to sign the settlement, Judge Block warned that he
19 would sanction Blodnick if he held up the settlement approval process beyond
20 May 10, 2010. Ultimately, Schepp signed the settlement only after the Receiver
21 agreed that the dispute with Blodnick, as it pertains to the portion of the State Farm
22 settlement to which Blodnick claims to be entitled, would be resolved, if not by
23 agreement, by a New York court. Seaman Declaration¶ 16.
24

On May 14, 2010, Blodnick produced his time records for work relating to

25 Schepp, including for work performed since the Receiver’s appointment. These
26 records show time entries for Mr. B lodnick and his staff totaling $421,413.30 at
27 stated hourly rates, for the time period August 3, 2009 through May 11, 2010.
28
LAW OFFICES
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1 Patterson Declaration, ¶ 10. In comparison, as discussed above, Blodnick deducted
2 and paid himself $1,573,940.09 since the Receiver’s appointment.
3

IV. RELIEF REQUESTED

4

The Receiver requests an order requiring Blodnick to show cause why he

5 should not be held in contempt for violating the Preliminary Injunction for refusing
6 to turn over $650,000 in receivership estate property. Blodnick was clearly aware of
7 the Receiver’s appointment, but failed to disclose or obtain the Receiver’s approval
8 of his pre-receivership fee arrangement with Medical Capital. Blodnick knew the
9 Receiver would not agree to pay him $25,000 per week to represent Schepp.
10 Blodnick’s post-receivership communications with State Farm confirm that he knew
11 the funding from Medical Capital had stopped. Nevertheless, Blodnick waited until
12 he had ~11 the settlement proceeds in hand, and had deducted and paid himself
13 amounts to which he knew the Receiver would not agree, and then disclosed the
14 pre-receivership fee arrangement, acting as though his post-receivership fees had
15 been authorized by the Receiver’s failure to affirmatively repudiate the arrangement.
16 Blodnick’s dishonest attempt to reap an additional $650,000 from Medical Capital
17 should be rejected. Finally, the Receiver requests that the Court sanction Blodnick
18 in an amount sufficient to cover the fees and costs incurred by the receivership
19 estate as a result of his knowing and willful failure to comply with the Court’s
20 Preliminary Injunction.
V. ARGUMENT

21
22

A.

23
24

The Court Has Complete Jurisdiction and Control Over the
Settlement Proceeds

Having appointed the Receiver as permanent receiver for the Medical Capital

25 entities, this Court has complete jurisdiction and control over all property, real or
26 personal, of the receivership estate. This includes property located in other judicial
27 districts provided that the appointment order is filed in the district courts in those
28 districts. Consistent with that jurisdiction and control, at the outset of the
LAW OFFICES
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1 receivership, the Court ordered all persons in possession of property of the
2 Receivership Entities to turn such property over to the Receiver. Preliminary
3 Injunction ¶ VII. Blodnick has violated this order.
4

A federal receiver and the appointing court have complete jurisdiction and

5 control over property of the entities in receivership in the judicial district in which
6 the appointment is made. See 28 U.S.C. § 754. This complete jurisdiction and
7 control extends to property in other judicial districts provided the receiver files the
8 appointment order in the district court in those districts, ld.; SEC v. Bilzerian, 378
9 F.3d 1100, 1103-1104 (D.C. Cir. 2004).
10

Here, under the loan agreements with Schepp, all payments from insurance

11 carriers on the relevant insurance claims, the collateral for the loans, went directly to
12 Medical Capital lock box accounts. Schepp has never had, nor claimed to have any
13 right to these payments vis-~t-vis Medical Capital. The payments, once received,
14 were always treated as Medical Capital propelS. Seaman Declaration ¶ 13.
15

The same is true with respect to the settlement proceeds, which are essentially

16 lump sum payments on all outstanding insurance claims against the relevant
17 insurance carriers. Schepp has never had, nor claimed to have any right to these
18 settlement proceeds. The proceeds, at least as they pertain to insurance claims
19 financed by Medical Capital, were always treated as Medical Capital property.
20 Seaman Declaration ¶ 14. Accordingly, the settlement proceeds, once in Blodnick’s
21 possession, are property of the receivership estate.
22

On August 6, 2009, three days after his appointment, the Receiver filed the

23 TRO in the United States District Court for the Eastern District of New York.
24 Patterson Declaration, Exhibit B. This filing gives the Receiver and the Court
25 complete jurisdiction and control over property of the Receivership Entities in the
26 Eastern District of New York. Blodnick’s offices and bank accounts are located in
27 the Eastern District of New York. Accordingly, the Receiver and the Court have
28
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1 complete jurisdiction and control over the settlement proceeds upon receipt by
2 Blodnick.
3

B.

4

Estate Post-Receivership
Blodnick will argue that, under New York law, he has an attorney lien on the

5

Blodnick Has No Right to Pay Himself From the Receivership

6 settlement proceeds that allows him to pay himself before turning over the
7 remaining proceeds. Even if true, this only applies to amounts earned
8 pre-receivership. Blodnick’s pre-receivership fee arrangement with Medical Capital
9 was neither disclosed to nor approved by the Receiver. The Receiver certainly
10 would not have agreed to pay Blodnick $25,000 per week in addition to twenty
11 (20%) percent of all settlements. Indeed, the Receiver declined Blodnick’s proposal
12 regarding legal work relating to Parkway Hospital because Blodnick’s fee estimates
13 for the work were unreasonably high. Seaman Declaration¶ 7, 15.
14

Pre-receivership contracts are not binding on federal receivers or the courts

15 that appoint them, and can be repudiated as burdensome, unprofitable or
16 undesirable. See U.S. Trust Co. v. Wabash Railway, 150 U.S. 287, 299 (1893);
17 Dickinson v. Universal Service Stations, Inc., 100 F.2d 753 (9th Cir. 1938). The
18 pre-receivership fee arrangement with Blodnick certainly meets these criteria.
19 Blodnick admits that the vast majority of his legal work was completed
20 pre-receivership. Patterson Declaration ¶ 9. Blodnick has merely been finalizing
21 settlements and collecting checks since the Receiver’s appointment. $25,000 per
22 week plus twenty (20%) percent of all settlements is an exorbitant sum for this
23 work. The pre-receivership fee arrangement also creates the perverse incentive for
24 Blodnick to string out the settlement process so that he can continue to deduct and
25 pay himself $25,000 per week from the proceeds.
26

State Farm recognized that, due to the Receiver’s appointment, Medical

27 Capital would no longer be funding the Schepp Litigation. Blodnick acknowledges
28 that this gave State Farm a bargaining advantage. If Blodnick believed he had a
LAW OFFICES
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1 right to continue to be paid and that the Receiver had approved his pre-receivership
2 fee arrangement, he would have told State Farm, eliminating the bargaining
3 advantage. Blodnick clearly did not, and could not tell State Farm that the Receiver
4 had agreed to pay him. Blodnick knew that he did not have the right to deduct and
5 pay himself post-receivership weekly fees. Blodnick’s awareness of the need for
6 Receiver approval is further evidenced by his submission to the Receiver of a
7 proposal for post-receivership legal work on the Parkway Hospital matter. His
8 conduct in deducting and paying himself post-receivership fees, therefore, is a
9 knowing violation of the Preliminary Injunction.
Blodnick will argue that he should be compensated for his post-receivership

10

11 work which, although performed for Schepp, benefitted the receivership estate. The
12 twenty (20%) percent fee that Blodnick deducted and paid himself from
13 post-receivership settlements totals $537,418.18. This amount more than adequately
14 compensates him for his post-receivership work. Blodnick’s time records show
15 entries for Mr. Blodnick and his staff totaling $421,413.30 at stated hourly rates, for
16 the time period August 3, 2009 through May 11, 2010.4
Finally, to the extent Blodnick claims to be entitled to any equitable relief, it

17

18 should be noted that Blodnick advised Schepp not to sign the State Farm settlement
19 for the sole purpose of gaining a tactical advantage over the Receiver. The
20 settlement had been negotiated and documented since November 2009. At the last
21 minute, once it was clear that the Receiver would pursue fees deducted by Blodnick,
22 Blodnick announced for the first time that Schepp was unwilling to sign. This
23 delayed efforts to obtain Court approval of the settlement for more than two months.
24 Ultimately, Schepp signed the settlement only after the Receiver agreed that the
25 dispute with Blodnick, as it pertains to the portion of the State Farm settlement to
26 which Blodnick claims to be entitled, would be resolved, if not by agreement, by a
27
28
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its face, this amount appears excessive in.that the time of Blodnick’s office
administrator, Deborah M~izzola, is billed at $220 per hour.
O.n

Allen Matklns Leck Gamble
Mallory & Natsis LLP

743586.01/SD
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1 New York court. Schepp gains nothing as a result of the Receiver agreeing to this
2 term; the fee dispute pertains only to Blodnick. Blodnick clearly put his own
3 interests ahead of his client’s. Indeed, at a status conference held on April 15, 2010,
4 while recognizing that he could not force Schepp to sign the settlement, Judge Block
5 warned that he would sanction Blodnick if he held up the settlement approval
6 process beyond May 10, 2010. Seaman Declaration, ¶ 16.
VL CONCLUSION

7
8

WHEREFORE, the Recei,~er requests entry of an order directing Edward K.

9 Blodnick to show cause why he should not be held in contempt and sanctioned for
10 failing to turn over the $650,000 in post-receivership fees he has paid himself from
11 the receivership estate.
12
13 Dated: May 28, 2010

ALLEN MATKINS LECK GAMBLE
MALLORY & NATSIS LLP

14
By:/s/Ted Fates
TED FATES
Attorneys for Receiver
Thomas A. Seaman
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